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We begin by defining what we are trying to do by working with men to prevent rape and sexual assault: behavior-change. Research tells us that people change when they have the motivation and skills to do
so. We will go in-depth into what motivates men and what skills they need.
Then, we discuss how to determine what individuals and groups to target and how to get them involved. This includes 1) how to get organizations to invite you to present, 2) why students are your best
recruitment strategy, and 3) how to leverage your relationships with campus constituencies.
Next, I review theories of leadership, organizational behavior, and communications, highlighting key points and great books for deeper learning.
Following this, we discuss how to lead/advise a Men Against Rape group and how such a group can work with a similar mixed-gender advocacy group.
Finally, I share how to effectively present to all-male groups. Topics include 1) knowing your audience and shaping your message 2) using multimedia 3) flying solo (without a PowerPoint) 4) key takeaways 5)
public commitment and 6) the question I always ask groups of men.
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•Changing- the whole point is to change the behavior of men to reduce intimate
partner violence on your campuses- this is the OUTCOME
•Leading- You can’t change other people- you create environments where they change
themselves –more on this in leadership & student development theory
•Targeting- How do we find the people we need to change - more importantly, how do
we get them in the room with us
•Presenting – how to use your hour to – start change and get them to come back for
more•Advising – how to sustain interest, make involvement as easy as possible and effective
•Empowering- Getting to deeper involvement by men in peer education
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Quick Hand-raise surveys
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Men are a minority on most campuses- creates several dynamicsEx- Men may feel like the campus culture is tailored for women and create/identify
with sub-cultures that are separate
-Campuses where men are a lower % of students creates an environment where men
can offer less in relationships for sex
Ask students who hosts parties- the beginning of reflecting on the environment
Every campus I’ve worked at or spoken with students at tells me that men host almost
every party on their campus
If men are controlling an alcohol-fueled social scene- we must teach them how to host
“fun parties where people don’t get hurt”- hard to disagree with this goal!
Most of them are naturally on our side BUT there are reasonable reasons they don’t do
anything about it… (more?)
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Sanford (1962) -for growth to occur, a person needs a balanced amount of challenge and
support as appropriate for the task. . Too much support (A), and the student will never really
learn what they need to grow and develop…
too much challenge (B), and the student will become frustrated and possibly quit trying.
A third factor of this model that Sanford added in 1966 is the element of readiness. Simply put,
an individual cannot grow until they are physically or psychologically ready to grow.
-ARE Freshmen men, in their 1st week of school, ready for the challenge of preventing rape on
campus? Yes- but with limitationsLearning Partnership Model
Validating learner’s capacity as knowledge constructors
Situating learning in learner’s experience
Defining learning as mutually constructing meaning
Creating an environment of mutual learning and respect
Questioning that provokes self-reflection

Sanford, N. (1966). Self and society: Social change and individual development. New York:
Atherton.
Baxter Magolda & King. (2004) . Learning Partnerships: Theory and Models of Practice to
Educate for Self-Authorship
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Humans aren’t simple-minded pawns who can be readily manipulated to do whatever
you like
In fact, Bandura found humans to be quite complicated. It turns out that they think.
Humans observe, cogitate, draw conclusions, and then act. All this is important to know
because if you want to change the world, you eventually have to change how people
behave. And if you want to change how they behave, you have to first change how they
think.

“strategies.” the plural because there is no one strategy—no silver bullet—for resolving
profound, persistent, and resistant problems.
When it comes to the problems that have us stymied, it takes an entire set of influence
methods. This is intended to help you create your own set of tools
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The first ½ of the work has been done for us- We know that bystander intervention,
when it happens, works! We know of programs that work- but this is about the details
of how you implement it on your campus – with men…
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Motivation: “Will it be worth it?” Ability: “Can I do it?”
Stories provide every person, no matter how limited
his or her resources, with an influence tool that is both
immediately accessible and enormously powerful.
Poignant narratives help listeners transport themselves
away from the content of what is being said and into the
experience itself. Because stories create vivid images
and provide concrete detail, they are:
• More understandable than terse lectures.
• More focused on the simple reality of an actual event.
• More often credible than simple statements of fact.
Finally, as listeners dive into the narrative and suspend
disbelief, stories create an empathic reaction that
feels just as real as enacting the behavior themselves.
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Traditional health model – ecological model of health behavior change
For out purposes- public policy can be eliminated and the community IS the school
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Public policy could, in the case of our campuses be thought of as campus policyThe school is the community in which they live- combine the two without too much
change
Their social networks are also their communities- there are subcultures on every
campus- and you’ll need to understand their nuances to shapre your message and
presentations effectively.
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We want male students to want to be an active participants in ending interpersonal &
sexual violence
The primary issue in partnering with men to be bystanders is convincing them that rape
and sexual assault is a real problem. While most data supports our argument, students
know how to challenge data and present competing arguments. Acknowledging the
incompleteness of any source data and using a combination of quantitative and
qualitative evidence is the best strategy for convincing men that rape and sexual assault
is prevalent.

Vicarious experiences are essential here- Lisak video later
Their values may not be social justice but a just society….
New motives- protecting the frat, saving the season- Imagine what it would feel like to
know that your fraternity, team, your reputation could have been saved with one,
simple act?
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Ability: Your individual guys need 2 Key Skills: Ability to discuss high stakes issues and
hold people accountable
If you can’t get mandatory sexual assault training for all- perhaps mandatory bystander
intervention training?
Give Freshmen easy, achievable goals that they can have success with- and build from
there- (Hand-off- and distract are easier than direct discuss later?)Older students can be taught more cognitive and socially complicated skills- exthinking about how gendered party themes may contribute to a sexually violent
culture- bros/hoes
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The ridicule and praise, acceptance and rejection, approval and disapproval of our
fellow beings can do more to assist or
destroy our change efforts than almost any other source.
When a respected individual attempts a vital
behavior and succeeds, this one act alone can go further in
motivating others to change than almost any other source
of influence.

Ideal- “everyone confronts everyone about everything.”
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Don’t be isolated on your campus
Where/when are you at the table when decisions are made about/ are you partnering
with:
-Orientation
-Residence Life
-Alcohol and Other Drug Services
Meet with captains
Meet with Fraternity presidents or boards with them all in the same room- get public
commitment to have you in to their team or brotherhood
-Ask Fraternities if they have policies if a member is accused of a sexual assault- what
kinds of behavior do their policies reward and hold accountable?- Story of some groups
having new sexual assault policiesGet judicial staff to reward Fraternities for having you in- “It will be looked upon
favorably if something happens…”
Other judicial policy- required meeting(s) for any student accused of sexual misconduct
after the process is complete…
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This used to be about “Blue lights on campus” and shuttles…
Be a part of every leadership/staff training you can be a part of1 Hour workshops add up if you do them enoughIn 3 years, I presented to one guy 7 times! –Freshman workshop, 3 at Football, 3 at his
final club.
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Be Proactive. Between stimulus and response: free will- Here, Covey emphasizes the original
sense of the term "proactive" as coined by Victor Frankl. You can either be proactive or reactive
when it comes to how you respond to certain things. When you are reactive, you blame other
people and circumstances for obstacles or problems. Being proactive means taking
responsibility for every aspect of your life. Initiative and taking action will then follow.
We have the ability to detach and observe our own self; think about our thoughts It gives the
power not to be affected by circumstances. Covey talks about stimulus and response. Between
stimulus and response, we have the power of free will to choose our response.
Begin with the End In Mind. . “Personal vision statement" -This chapter is about setting longterm goals based on "true north" principles. Covey recommends formulating a "personal vision
statement" to document one's perception of one's own vision in life. He sees visualization as an
important tool to develop this. He also deals with organizational vision statements, which he
claims to be more effective if developed and supported by all members of an organization
rather than prescribed.
Put First Things First. Results and benchmarks - Here, Covey describes a framework for
prioritizing work that is aimed at short-term goals, at the expense of tasks that appear not to be
urgent, but are in fact very important. Delegation is presented as an important part of time
management. Successful delegation, according to Covey, focuses on results and benchmarks
that are to be agreed upon in advance, rather than prescribed as detailed work plans.
Think Win/Win an attitude whereby mutually beneficial solutions are sought that satisfy the
needs of all parties involved.
Seek First to Understand, Then to be Understood. Covey warns that giving out advice before
having empathetically understood a person and their situation will likely result in rejection of
that advice.
Synergize- . Greater than the sum - describes a way of working in teams. Apply effective
problem solving. Apply collaborative decision making. Value differences. Build on divergent
strengths. Leverage creative collaboration. -the result of the teamwork will exceed the sum of
what each of the members could have achieved on their own. “The whole is greater than the
sum of its parts.”
Sharpen the saw . -renew- take the time to get better!
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“If individuals & organizations operate from possibility rather than resignation, we can
create the future into which we are living, as opposed to merely reacting to it when we
get there.”
True leadership “is about creating a domain in which we continually learn and become
more capable of participating in our unfolding future…a true leader sets the stage on
which predictable miracles, synchronistic in nature, can – and do – occur.”
It is more about “being” and “serving” than about “doing”.
When we truly commit to participating in the unfolding of our future and we truly
“listen” to what is wanting to emerge doors open, people connect, and possibility is
within reach seemingly without effort…it is just attracted to us.
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You need to be ready for tough crowds and tough questions: are you in a place to
respond?
•Mindfulness meditation consists simply of being aware of the present moment.
•Meditation as a natural activity that can be practiced anytime and anywhere, without
props or trappings.
•Visualizing mountains and lakes, concentrating on walking or standing
•Meditation increases brain function – a “quiet” mind is an active mind

Example- “Introduction by president of org “This shouldn’t take too long” – my
disarming, funny, but also serious- response-
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Organizations where people continually expand their capacity to create the results they truly desire, where new and expansive patterns of thinking
are nurtured, where collective aspiration is set free, and where people are continually learning how to learn together.
Today and in the future, the organizations that will truly excel will be the ones that discover how to tap people's commitment and capacity to learn
at all levels in an organization. Learning organizations are fundamentally different from traditional authoritarian "controlling organizations."
SYSTEMS THINKING. The world IS NOT created of separate unrelated forces. However, individuals have difficulty seeing the whole pattern. Systems
thinking is a conceptual framework, a body of knowledge and tools that has been developed over the past fifty years, to make the full patterns
clearer, and to help us see how to change things effectively and with the least amount of effort --to find the leverage points in a system.
PERSONAL MASTERY. It is the discipline of continually clarifying and deepening our personal vision, of focusing our energies, of developing patience,
and of seeing reality objectively. The discipline of personal mastery starts with clarifying the things that really matter to us, of living our lives in the
service of our highest aspirations.
MENTAL MODELS. They are deeply ingrained assumptions, generalizations, or even pictures or images that influence how we understand the world
and how we take action. the discipline of working with mental models starts with turning the mirror inward; learning to unearth our internal pictures
of the world, to bring them to the surface and hold them rigorously to scrutiny.
BUILDING SHARED VISION. The practice of shared vision involves the skills of unearthing shared "pictures of the future" that foster genuine
commitment and enrollment, rather than compliance.
TEAM LEARNING. The discipline of team learning starts with "dialogue," the capacity of members of a team to suspend assumptions and enter into a
genuine "thinking together." (Dialogue differs from the more common "discussion," which has its roots with "percussion" and "concussion," literally a
heaving of ideas back and forth in a winner-takes-all competition.) Team learning is vital because teams, not individuals, are the fundamental learning
unit in modern organizations. "Unless teams can learn, the organization cannot learn."
The Fifth Discipline integrates the other 4
METANOIA --A SHIFT OF MIND. Systems thinking needs the disciplines of building shared vision, mental models, team learning, and personal mastery
to realize its potential. Building a shared vision fosters commitment to the long-term. Mental models focus on the openness needed to unearth
shortcomings in our present ways of seeing the world. Team learning develops the skills of groups of people to look for the larger picture that lies
beyond individual perspectives. And personal mastery fosters the personal motivation to continually learn how our actions affect our world.
But systems thinking makes understandable the subtlest aspect of the learning organization --the new way individuals perceive themselves and
their world. At the heart of a learning organization is a shift of mind --from seeing ourselves as separate from the world to connected to the world,
from seeing problems as caused by someone or something "out there" to seeing how our own actions create the problems we experience. A
learning organization is a place where people are continually discovering how they create their reality. And how they can change it.
STRUCTURE INFLUENCES BEHAVIOR. More often than we realize, systems cause their own crises, not external forces or individuals' mistakes. In
human systems, structure includes how people make decisions --the "operating policies" whereby we translate perceptions, goals, rules, and norms
into actions.
Some Laws of the Fifth Discipline
2) The harder you push, the harder the system pushes back.
7) Cause and effect are not closely related in time and space.
8) Small changes can produce big results...but the areas of highest leverage are often the least obvious.The story of Bobby the Captian???
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•Leadership must accept and embrace chaos
•Quantum Physics- Why our Newtonian beliefs get us into trouble
•Observation creates change
Lewin’s force field analysisTells us that environments are the result of an equilibrium between opposing forces
When driving forces are increased, the environment may shift temporarily, but the
most likely result is an equivalent increase in restraining forces, resulting in more work,
and the same environment.
BUT
When restraining forces are decreased, the equilibrium is more likely to shift, and
maintain in its changed state.
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The Law of the Few: "The success of any kind of social epidemic is heavily dependent
on the involvement of people with a particular and rare set of social skills." [4] Gladwell
describes these people in the following ways:
Connectors are the people who "link us up with the world ... people with a special gift
for bringing the world together."[5] To illustrate, Gladwell cites the midnight ride of Paul
Revere, Milgram's experiments in the small world problem, Dallas businessman Roger
Horchow, the "Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon" trivia game, and Chicagoan Lois Weisberg.
Mavens are "information specialists", or "people we rely upon to connect us with new
information."[6] They accumulate knowledge, especially about the marketplace, and
know how to share it with others.
Salesmen are "persuaders", charismatic people with powerful negotiation skills. They
tend to have an indefinable trait that goes beyond what they say, that makes others
want to agree with them. Gladwell's examples include California businessman Tom Gau
and news anchor Peter Jennings, and he cites several studies about how people are
persuaded.
The Stickiness Factor: Factor: -the specific content of a message that makes it
memorable and have impact. The children's television programs Sesame Street and
Blue's Clues are specific instances of enhancing stickiness and systematically
engineering stickiness into a message.
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Both for you, and how to teach others!
Know what you want. Big picture and in the moment.
-How are your words and actions building relationships?
If any conversation feels unsafe- bring it back before moving on- Ex- student who said
“Target rich environment”
Lakert’s “Bad Dog”- Sucker’s Choice- Belief you only have two bad options- “If I don’t do
X, no one will. Somebody needs to put that student in their place. They need a lesson…
Stories- the motivation you place/ judgment you make on others for their behavior
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Intro- . I remember, more than a few years ago, being sat down in my orientation and
being told that I shouldn’t rape. I was pretty surprised. It had never occurred to me that
I, or any of my fellow students needed to be told to not rape. So, we know that the
overwhelming majority of guys would never sexually assault someone and want to do
the right thing. The question then becomes, what now?
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How to expand your audience and reach new men- get in the door by not making the
presentation explicitly about sexual assault!
Being a guy- sensitive issue- but try going into a men’s lockeroom or fraternity house….
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How to expand your audience and reach new men- get in the door by not making the
presentation explicitly about sexual assault!
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Effectively dealing with jokes/laughter in presentations: a response to uncomfortable
topics, violations of expectations, and a story of a guy who dealt with being a survivor
with jokes.
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Intervening with a older, powerful member (captain, fraternity president
Who here has ever asked “Do you want to have sex?”
-Make note if one hand generates more hands- the power of leading- going first helps
give space for others to join
-How’d it go for you?
Men’s consensual sexual relationships with women can be affected by rape (survivors,
mistrust, etc).

Why just “not raping is not enough.”- Example of racism, homophobia or anti-SemitismSilence in the presence of beliefs and language that makes rape okay signals your
approval of it, whether you intend it or not.
The “only significant predictor of males’ actual willingness to intervene in a situation
that may lead to sexual assault was their perception of other males’ willingness to
intervene.” Finish with a public commitment from all members.
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Consent- everybody’s right to say when, how, and with whom they are sexual with. Do
you ever not have this right? Do you ever not have this ability? When do you now have
the ability to receive consent?
Men also express concerns about false reports, often sighting the Kobe or Duke
Lacrosse cases as evidence. Effective responses begin with an acknowledgement that a
false report is one of the worst things that can happen to a good guy, progress through
a breakdown of the likelihood of a false report when compared to an unreported rape
and finish with an explanation of how being an active bystander can reduce the
likelihood of false reports.
Men report that campus policies and/or campus communities assume the worst of
accused perpetrators, violating our legal standard of “innocent until proven guilty.”
Effective responses differentiate campus policies from legal proceedings, and use
analogies to legal proceedings (people are arrested and charged before their trial) to
explain policies.
Alcohol is central to many men’s social and sexual experiences. Clearly differentiating
between social use of alcohol and using alcohol as a tool to incapacitate victims is
essential to convincing men to intervene.
Fear of being a “cockblock” is a significant barrier to men’s bystander intervention. A
clear explanation of intervention tools that won’t interfere with consensual hook-ups
can overcome this barrier.
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1st- admit that most of this presentation does not hold to this standard for a reasonon-line! I’m not in a room w you…
You have your notes in front of you- may be easier if you’re not experienced presenting
on these matters
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Treat it like you are moderating a conversation
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Plan 1-2 events a year- take back the night month
T-shirts
Way to get guys to recruit other guys to come to events
Just say to other guys “I’m in Men Against Rape”
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Empathy by talking about the experience
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Be serious- but let the laughing guys off the hook
Empathy by talking about the experience from the woman’s perspective
The problem with talking about a violent male rape- homophobia and male survivors
Why guys may need an alternative- their experience of blackout, regretted sex is
biologically different.- the dildo story is still shocking to some- but is not about a
man…but still has the penetrative act and physical harm to their body—
SKIP TO # 59 if there isn’t time…
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I love this one. Right? It’s a 95%+ pro-male message. And because they targeted them
to be installed at bars, and sports stadiums, they are aimed at letting guys know it’s
their gender that commits the overwhelming majority of rape in our society,
BUT, it can send the wrong message to male survivors. That somehow they could have
prevented their rape… And we know that the only people who have the ultimate power
to stop rape are the ones who commit it. It is never a survivors fault that someone
raped them. (say this again)
So, just to be clear- what’s the difference between sex and rape? CONSENT
CONVERSATION! Beyond making sure you always have consent- there are plenty of ways for you to
prevent rape at Harvard…
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One of the most difficult questions
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This is an adaptation of MVP and Green Dot- give credit where it’s due!
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This is an adaptation of MVP and Green Dot- give credit where it’s due!
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This is an adaptation of MVP and Green Dot- give credit where it’s due!
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